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Novice 
TC 72 (125540→NE)  to  TC 73 (097557)    IGR 
 

Road colours at junctions 
 

1. B/Y/W    2. B/W   3. B/W   4. B/W 
5. B   6. B   7. B/W    8. B/Y 

9. B/Y   10. B/W   11. W   12. W 
13. W    14. W    15. Y/W    16. Y/W 

17. Y/W    18. Y/W   19. R/Y 
20.  R/W    21. R/Y/W    22. Y 

 

Expert 
TC 72 (125540→NE)  to  TC 73                   IGR 
 

 

The novices get road colours at the consecutively numbered junctions.  If the format is unusual, it should 
become clear from the first junction (as long as you have noted that it is IGR).  That junction is where the 
yellow road joins the brown, with a white overshoot.  So it shows on the instruction as B/Y/W.  The next 
ungated junction is a white road off to the right at Drumlin, so B/W  on the list. 

The next two junctions (3 and 4) are also B/W, before junction 5 which is just B. But on the road there are 
3 white side roads, so you have to go through the lay-by on the right to avoid the middle junction. Junction 
5 is just B because it is a junction of 2 brown roads.  TL on to the brown, and stay on it past junctions with 
another brown, a white and two yellows, before turning left on to a white (junction 10). 

Four white only junctions follow, before joining a yellow at junction 15.  Then 3 more Y/W junctions before 
joining the red road at junction 19.  Turning left would lead to several R/W junctions, but there is a yellow 
in junction 21, so it has to be TR at 19.  And it is TL at junction 21 to pass the Y only junction and TC73.  

It is actually the same information for the Experts, though presented in a (probably unfamiliar) four- option 
Venn diagram.  The coloured Venn enclosures (red, brown, yellow and white) should suggest road colours, 

and the numbers usually refer to grid lines, grid 
squares or junctions. The higher the number, the 
more likely it is to be junctions rather than GL’s. 

The brown/yellow/white first junction should get 
you started, with the number 1 in the Venn box 
which intersects the brown, yellow and white 
sectors (but not the red sector). 

2, 3 and 4 are in the brown/white intersection, and 
using the lay-by enables you to use only three 
such junctions before the brown roads only 
junctions at 5 and 6. 

7 is another brown/white, and 8 and 9 are 
brown/yellows.   

And so it continues, with the 22 in the yellow only 
box meaning a left turn at the red/yellow/white 
junction 21, to get to TC73. 
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